Formation of a linear [3Fe-4S] cluster in a seven-iron ferredoxin triggered by polypeptide unfolding.
Cubic iron-sulfur ([Fe-S]) clusters are common inorganic cofactors in proteins. The presence of a linear [3Fe-4S] cluster in a protein was first observed in beef-heart aconitase at high pH, where the protein structure was perturbed. Not long ago, the same linear cluster was discovered upon unfolding of a thermophilic di-cluster seven-iron ferredoxin, suggesting a more general relevance for this type of linear clusters in Nature. Since structure-induced cluster rearrangements may be important regulatory, on-going processes in living systems, we decided to further characterize the formation of the linear iron-sulfur cluster observed upon ferredoxin unfolding. Here we present a kinetic investigation of parameters that affect the linear-cluster formation and disassembly in the Sulfolobus acidocaldarius seven-iron ferredoxin. We find the linear cluster to be an intermediate on the protein-mediated cluster-degradation pathway under a wide range of pH and denaturant conditions. The linear species forms in parallel with secondary-structure disappearance. In contrast, the disassembly rate constant for the linear cluster is independent of denaturant concentration but depends strongly on solution pH. At high pH, the disassembly rate is slower and the linear iron-sulfur species has a longer lifetime, than at low pH.